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Dir: Gavin Hood, 2015

Krigen (original title) Company commander Claus M.
Pedersen and his men are stationed in an Afghan province.
Meanwhile back in Denmark Claus’s wife, Maria is trying to
hold everyday life together with a husband at war and three
children missing their father. During a routine mission, the
soldiers are caught in heavy crossfire and in order to save his
men, Claus makes a decision that has grave consequences
for him – and his family back home. 1hr 55mins. Stars: Alex Høgh
Andersen, Pilou Asbæk, Tuva Novotny.

Eye in the Sky follows Colonel Katherine Powell, a UKbased military officer in command of a top secret drone
operation to capture terrorists in Kenya. Powell discovers
the targets are planning a suicide bombing and the mission
escalates from “capture” to “kill.” But as American pilot
Steve Watts is about to engage, a nine-year-old girl enters
the kill zone triggering an international dispute, reaching
the highest levels of American and British government. 1h 42
mins. Stars: Helen Mirren, Aaron Paul, Alan Rickman.

Dir: SHirokazu Koreeda, 2015
Subtitles.

Umimachi Diary (original title) Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino
and Chika live together in a large house in the city of
Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home
for the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for
his funeral and meet their shy teenage half-sister. Bonding
quickly with the orphaned Suzu, they invite her to live with
them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of joyful discovery
begins for the four siblings. 2hr 08mins. Stars: Haruka Ayase,
Masami Nagasawa, Kaho.

Macbeth is the story of a fearless warrior and inspiring
leader brought low by ambition and desire. A thrilling
interpretation of the dramatic realities of the times and a reimagining of what wartime must have been like for one of
literature’s most famous and compelling characters, a story
of all-consuming passion and ambition set in war torn
Scotland. 1hr 53 mins. Stars: Michael Fassbender, Marion Cotillard, Jack
Dir: Justin Kurzel, 2015

Madigan.

Eva is a divorced soon-to-be empty-nester wondering about
her next act. Then she meets Marianne, the embodiment of
her perfect self. Armed with a restored outlook on being
middle-aged and single, Eva decides to take a chance on her
new love interest, Albert, a sweet, funny and like-minded
man. Things get complicated when Eva discovers that
Albert is in fact the dreaded ex–husband of Marianne. 1hr
Dir. Nicole Holofcener, 2013

33mins. Stars: Julia Louis-Dreyfus, James Gandolfini, Catherine Keener,
Toni Collette.
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In an outback town, Jay Swan, an Indigenous cowboy
detective, returns home to solve the murder of a teenage
Indigenous girl whose body is found under the highway
trucking route out of town. Though Jay is alienated from
both the white-dominated police force and the
Indigenous community, he must solve the crime before
the tensions between the two communities erupt. and
his family back home. 1hr 52mins. Stars: Aaron Pedersen, Hugo
Dir: Ivan Sen, 2013. Subtitles

Dir: Christian Schwochow, 2013.
Subtitles

Dir: Aaron Katz, 2010

Weaving, Ryan Kwanten.

East Germany. Summer, late 70's. Three years after her
boyfriend Wassilij's apparent death, Nelly Senff decides
to escape from behind the Berlin wall with her son Alexej,
leaving her traumatic memories and past behind.
Pretending to marry a West German, she crosses the
border to start a new life in the West. But soon her past
starts to haunt her as the Allied Secret Service begin to
question Wassilij's mysterious disappearance. 1h 37 min,
Stars: Cris Lankenau, Raúl Castillo, Robyn Rikoon.

After abandoning a promising academic career in
forensic science, aimless Doug returns to Portland to live
with his more responsible big sister Gail. He quickly lands
a dead-end job in an ice factory, but his latent passion for
detective work is stoked when his ex-girlfriend goes
missing. Armed with a handful of arcane clues, Doug
enlists Gail and co-worker Carlos in a ramshackle
investigation that draws the slacker sleuths into
Portland's not-quite-seedy underground. 1hr 37 mins. Stars:
Cris Lankenau, Raúl Castillo, Robyn Rikoon.

Films are shown on
Monday evenings
and begin at 8pm
£6 / £5 conc
Dir: Morgan Neville, 2013

Backup singers live in a world that lies just beyond the
spotlight. Their voices bring harmony to the biggest
bands in popular music, but we've had no idea who these
singers are or what lives they lead, until now. Triumphant
and heartbreaking in equal measure, the film is both a
tribute to the unsung voices who brought shape and style
to popular music and a reflection on the conflicts,
sacrifices and rewards of a career spent harmonizing with
others. 1hr 27 mins. Stars: Darlene Love, Merry Clayton, Lisa Fischer.
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